We describe an algorithm, implemented in Python, which can enumerate any permutation class with polynomial enumeration from a structural description of the class. In particular, this allows us to find formulas for the number of permutations of length n which can be obtained by a finite number of block sorting operations (e.g., reversals, block transpositions, cut-and-paste moves).
INTRODUCTION
The "Fibonacci Dichotomy" of Kaiser and Klazar [15] was one of the first general results on the enumeration of permutation classes. It states that if there are fewer permutations of length n in a permutation class than the nth Fibonacci number, for any n, then the enumeration of the class is given by a polynomial for sufficiently large n. Since the Fibonacci Dichotomy was established for permutation classes, Balogh, Bollobás, and Morris [6] showed that it extends to the (more general) context of ordered graphs, while other proofs of the Fibonacci Dichotomy for permutations have been given by Huczynska and Vatter [14] and Albert, Atkinson, and Brignall [3] .
While much of the focus on this strand of research has shifted to the consideration of larger classes (see Bollobás [7] and Klazar [16] for surveys), we return to consider two open questions about polynomial classes.
• Question 1.1. Given a structural description of a polynomial permutation class, how can we enumerate it?
• Question 1.2. Which polynomials can occur as enumerations of polynomial classes?
We view a satisfactory answer to Question 1.1 as a prerequisite for the investigation of Question 1.2, and thus our focus in this paper is on enumerating polynomial classes. Our answer of Question 1.1 also has applications to the study of genome rearrangements, as discussed in Section 3. The permutation π of length n contains the permutation σ of length k (written σ ď π) if π has a subsequence of length k which is order isomorphic to σ. For example, π " 391867452 (written in list, or one-line notation) contains σ " 51342, as can be seen by considering the subsequence 91672 (" πp2qπp3qπp5qπp6qπp9q). A permutation class, or simply class, is a downset in this subpermutation order; thus if C is a class, π P C, and σ ď π, then σ P C.
While there are many ways to specify a class, two are particularly relevant to this problem. One is by the class' basis, the minimal permutations not in the class. Another is by some structural description of the class. We adopt a structural approach to the specification of classes, the details of which will be described briefly.
We should mention that there are several established approaches which could, theoretically, be used to enumerate polynomial classes, but these each has drawbacks.
• Polynomial classes are contained in "geometric grid classes", so they fall under the purview of the results of Albert, Atkinson, Bouvel, Ruškuc, and Vatter [2] . However, their proofs are nonconstructive. Indeed, our work can be viewed as illuminating some preliminary obstacles which an algorithmic approach to geometric grid classes would have to overcome.
• Polynomial classes contain only finitely many "simple permutations", so the methods of Albert and Atkinson [1] (or the refinements introduced by Brignall, Huczynska, and Vatter [8] ) could be used to compute their generating functions. However, this method has yet to be implemented, and applying it would require us to first determine the basis of the class is question.
• Polynomial classes can be enumerated using the insertion encoding of Albert, Linton, and Ruškuc [4] (which is implemented in the Maple package INSENC described in Vatter [18] ). However, this method also requires the basis of the class.
Before describing our approach we must first describe the structure of polynomial classes. An interval in the permutation π is a sequence of contiguous entries whose values form an interval of natural numbers. A monotone interval is then an interval in which the entries are monotone (increasing or decreasing). Given a permutation σ of length m and nonempty permutations α 1 , . . . , α m , the inflation of σ by α 1 , . . . , α m is the permutation π " σrα 1 , . . . , α m s obtained by replacing each entry σpiq by an interval that is order isomorphic to α i . For example, 3142r1, 321, 1, 12s " 6 321 7 45.
Going against tradition, in this work we allow inflations by the empty permutation.
The polynomial classes can be, roughly, described as those for which the entries of every member of the class can be partitioned into a finite number of monotone intervals, which are related to each other in one of a finite number of ways. To describe this more concretely, let us say that a peg permutation is a permutation where each entry is decorated with a`,´, or ‚, such as
s demonstrated above, we decorate peg permutations with tildes; in this context, ρ denotes for us the underlying (non-pegged) permutation, 3142 in this example. The grid class of the peg permutationρ, Gridpρq is the set of all permutations which may be obtained by inflating ρ by monotone The two permutations shown on the left are the obstructions which prevent a class from being "monotone griddable". The two permutations on the right (and all symmetries of them, eight in total) are the obstructions which prevent a monotone griddable class from being a polynomial class. intervals of type determined by the signs ofρ: ρpiq may be inflated by an increasing (resp., decreasing) interval ifρpiq is decorated with a`(resp.,´) while it may only be inflated by a single entry or the empty permutation ifρpiq is dotted. Thus if π P Gridpρq then its entries can be partitioned into monotone intervals which are compatible withρ; if this partition is denoted P then we refer to P as aρ-partition of π and the pair pπ, P q as aρ-partitioned permutation.
Given a setG of peg permutations, we denote the union of their corresponding grid classes by
As the next result shows, our goal is to enumerate such classes. (1) |C n | is given by a polynomial for all sufficiently large n,
C does not contain arbitrary long permutations of any of the forms described in Figure 1 , and (4) C " GridpGq for a finite setG of peg permutations.
THE ALGORITHM
We need a few prerequisites before our algorithm can be described. First we define a partial order on peg permutations. Given peg permutationsτ andρ of lengths k and n, respectively,τ ďρ if there are indices 1 ď i 1 ă i 2 ă¨¨¨ă i k ď n such that ρpi 1 qρpi 2 q¨¨¨ρpi k q is order isomorphic to τ and for each j,τ pjq is decorated with a
In other words, in order to obtain a smaller element in this peg permutation order, one can change signs to dots and delete entries. Note that Gridpτ q Ď Gridpρq wheneverτ ďρ, but the reverse implication is not true; for example, Gridp1
In addition, we extend the notion of intervals to peg permutations in the trivial way, by ignoring decoration; thus the intervals ofρ are the same as the intervals of ρ, although they carry their decoration fromρ. We must also say something about monotone intervals of (unpegged) permutations:
Proposition 2.1. If two monotone intervals of a permutation intersect, then their union is also a monotone interval.
Proof. Suppose that two monotone intervals intersect. By symmetry, we may assume that one of them is increasing. By considering the various cases, it is clear that the other monotone interval must also be increasing, and that their union is also an increasing interval.
We say that theρ-partitioned permutation pπ, P q fills the peg permutationρ if each part of P corresponding to a signed entry inρ contains at least two entries, and each part of P corresponding to a dotted entry contains precisely one entry. Clearly every peg permutation has a unique minimum filling permutation, in which each part corresponding to a signed entry contains precisely two entries, and each part corresponding to a dotted entry contains precisely one entry. We further say that the setG of peg permutations is complete if every π P GridpGq fills someρ PG. It is not difficult to construct complete sets of peg permutations, as we observe below without proof.
Proposition 2.2. Every downset in the peg permutation order is complete.
Given a set of peg permutations, the first step of our algorithm is to complete it, by computing its downward closure.
Proposition 2.1 shows every permutation π has a unique coarsest partition into monotone intervals. In other words, for each π there is a unique peg permutationρ such that π isρ-griddable, but not τ -griddable for anyτ ăρ. In particular, this implies that, for thisρ, Gridpρq ‰ Gridpτ q for allτ ăρ.
We call a peg permutationρ with this property compact, i.e.,ρ is compact if Gridpτ q ‰ Gridpρq for allτ ăρ. For example, 2 ‚ 1´is not compact because 1´ă 2´1 ‚ and Gridp2´1 ‚ q " Gridp1´q.
Our next result ties the definitions of compactness and filling together. Proof. First we show that (1) and (2) are equivalent. It is clear that (1) implies (2), so it remains only to show that (2) implies (1). Suppose to the contrary thatρ is not compact, so Gridpρq " Gridpτ q for someτ ăρ. Let π be any permutation that fillsρ and suppose that P is itsρ-partition and P 1 is its τ -partition. Then, becauseτ ăρ and π fillsρ, there must be a part of P 1 which intersects two parts of P . Thus these two parts of P together form a monotone interval of π by Proposition 2.1, and this implies thatρ must contain one of the intervals listed in (2). Now we show that (3) is equivalent to (2) . If (2) fails to hold (soρ contains one of the specified intervals) then it is clear that some permutations which fillρ have nonuniqueρ-partitions, so (3) implies (2) . Suppose then that the permutation π fillsρ but has two differentρ-partitions, P and P 1 . As in the proof that (1) is equivalent to (2), there must be two parts of one of these two partitions which together form a monotone interval, but this again implies thatρ contains one of the intervals listed in (2), completing the proof.
We say that the setG of peg permutations is compact if every peg permutation it contains is compact. Note that we do not lose any permutations if we remove the non-compact peg permutations from a complete setG to obtain a setG 1 ĎG. Forρ PG 1 , if π P Gridpρq then π has a uniqueρ-partition, but this does not necessarily imply that π doesn't fill some otherτ PG 1 . For example, 2341 fills both 2 ‚ 3 ‚ 4 ‚ 1 ‚ and 2`1 ‚ . To address this problem, we say that a compact peg permutationρ is clean if Gridpρq Ę Gridpτ q for any shorter peg permutationτ . We say that the setG of peg permutations is clean if each of them is clean.
Proposition 2.4. The compact peg permutationρ is clean if and only if it does not have an interval order isomorphic to
Proof. Ifρ contains an interval order isomorphic to 1 ‚ 2 ‚ or 2 ‚ 1 ‚ then letτ denote the peg permutation obtained by contracting this interval to a single entry decorated with the appropriate sign; clearly Gridpρq Ď Gridpτ q.
Otherwise suppose that Gridpρq Ď Gridpτ q whereτ is shorter thanρ and let π be any permutation which fillsρ. In anyτ -partition of π there must be a monotone interval formed from entries in different parts of anyρ-partition of π. Becauseρ is compact, we see from our previous proposition thatρ must have contain a 1
Given a complete and compact setG, it is not in general possible to obtain a clean setG 1 such that GridpG 1 q " GridpGq: to return to our previous example, if 2 ‚ 3 ‚ 4 ‚ 1 ‚ PG but 2`1 ‚ RG then we cannot simply remove 2 ‚ 3 ‚ 4 ‚ 1 ‚ fromG as we would lose permutations in doing so (and we cannot counteract this by adding 2`1 ‚ toG as then we would gain permutations). We address this problem shortly. Now suppose that we are given a setG of peg permutations and wish to enumerate GridpGq. By Proposition 2.2, we may assume thatG is complete (in the algorithm, this amounts to a preprocessing step). Then, by Proposition 2.3 (2) we may assume thatG is compact (another preprocessing step). We may describe the elements of GridpGq by specifying a peg permutation together with a vector indicating the lengths of the monotone intervals (though GridpGq may not be in bijection with the set of such pairs becauseG need not be clean).
To describe this precisely, we need notation for integer vectors. For us, P m denotes the set of all m-tuples of positive integers, and given v P P m , the sum of its entries is denoted } v} " ř vpiq. Given two vectors v, w P P m , we write v ď w and say that v is contained in w if vpiq ď wpiq for all i. If v ę w, we say that w avoids v. It is worth noting that P m forms a lattice under this partial order with join given by pairwise maximum, v _ w " pmaxtvp1q, wp1qu, . . . , maxtvpmq, wpmquq.
Downsets of vectors under this order are the vector analogues of permutation classes, and thus we call them vector classes. As with permutation classes, every vector class has a unique basis B consisting of the minimal vectors not in the class. Unlike permutation classes, however, bases of vector classes are necessarily finite (by Higman's Theorem [13] ). Now letρ be a compact peg permutation of length m and v P P m . We define the inflation ofρ by v, denotedρr vs, to be the permutation in Gridpρq obtained by inflatingρpiq by a monotone interval of length vpiq, with the direction of the run determined by the decoration ofρpiq. For example, 2`1`rp4, 2qs " 3456 12. If v ď w then it is clear thatρr vs ďρr ws; by Proposition 2.3 (3), it follows that ifρ is compact andρr vs fillsρ then the reverse is true:ρr vs ďρr ws implies that v ď w. The class of vectors v such thatρr vs P Gridpρq is therefore
Given a peg permutationρ and any vector class V Ď Mρ we now define a cross-section, denoted by Gridpρ, Vq, to be the set of permutations of the formρr vs for v P V which fillρ; these are the permutations of the formρr vs for vectors v P V which contain the vector mρ defined by mρpiq " " 2 ifρpiq is signed, or, 1 ifρpiq is dotted.
We are now in position to "clean"G. Proposition 2.4 shows that cleaningρ amounts to contracting monotone intervals of dotted entries. Thus for every peg permutationρ there is a clean peg permutationτ and a downset V such that the peg permutations which fillρ are precisely the cross-section Gridpτ , Vq. Note that two different peg permutations inG might clean to the same peg permutation, and thus in this step we may need take unions of the associated vector classes.
Therefore, given a complete and compact setG of peg permutations, we can compute a complete, compact, and clean setG 1 and associate to eachρ PG 1 a vector class Vρ such that GridpGq is in bijection with the disjoint union of cross-sections
After all this preprocessing, the enumeration problem is essentially trivial. Consider a cross-section Gridpρ, Vq where the basis of V is B V and let spρq denote the number of signed entries ofρ. The generating function for Gridpρ, Vq is given by inclusion-exclusion (based on how many basis elements a given vector contains):
where Ž B denotes the join of all vectors in B (and Ž H is the all-1 vector).
GENOME REARRANGEMENT
The genes in a chromosonal genome may be thought of a discrete blocks of DNA, and thus labeled from 1 to n along the genome. During the process of evolution, the genes in a genome of one species might be rearranged via one or several operations and then appear in a different order (given by a permutation π) in the genome of a different species. By studying the number of operations required to transform the identity permutation into π we may therefore get an estimate of how many mutations occured in the evolution of the second species from the first. There are several different operations of interest, which we briefly survey in what follows. Of particular interest to the results of this paper is that in all of these operations, the class of permutations which can be obtained in at most k operations from the identity is a polynomial permutation class, and its structural description, as GridpGq for a setG of peg permutations, is routine to compute. Thus using the Python package which implements the approach described in the previous section, we are able to automatically compute the polynomials enumerating these classes. The majority of these enumerations were not previously in the OEIS [17] -the new sequences are those numbered A228392-A228401.
All of the operations we survey are based on the notion of a block, which is a contiguous sequence of entries. The block transposition operation was introduced by Bafner and Pevzner [5] . In a single block transposition one is allowed to interchange two adjacent blocks of a permutation. Thus we may change πp1q¨¨¨πpi´1q πpiq¨¨¨πpj´1q πpjq¨¨¨πpk´1q πpkq¨¨¨πpnq into πp1q¨¨¨πpi´1q πpjq¨¨¨πpk´1q πpiq¨¨¨πpj´1q πpkq¨¨¨πpnq.
In the language of grid classes, the set of permutations which can be generated by a single block transposition from the identity is Gridp1`3`2`4`q. Below we include the data for permutations which can be generated from the identity with 3 or fewer block transpositions. Note that the polynomials given are only valid for sufficiently large n. n 0˘``n 2˘`2`n 3˘`9`n 4˘`4 4`n 5˘`2 20`n 6˘`6 56`n 7˘`8 41`n 8˘`3 69`n 9˘
